Circle the letter of the correct answer below each question. For the True/False questions, circle True or False.

1. Where was Clara Schumann born?
   A. Hamburg, Germany
   B. Florence, Italy
   C. Paris, France
   D. Leipzig, Germany

2. True or False: Clara studied music with her Father, Friedrich Wieck.

3. True or False: Clara was a very talented pianist and often performed public concerts from memory.

4. How old was Clara when she wrote her first piece of music?
   A. 18
   B. 13
   C. 22
   D. 30

5. True or False: Women were encouraged to compose music during Clara’s lifetime.

6. About how many years did Clara Schumann’s music career last?
   A. 60
   B. 20
   C. 50
   D. 30

7. True or False: Clara married the composer Robert Schumann.

8. True or False: Clara mostly wrote orchestral symphonies and operas.

9. Clara composed during the ____________ era.
   A. Classical
   B. Renaissance
   C. Romantic
   D. Baroque

10. Clara studied all of the following instruments with her father except ____________.
     A. Piano
     B. Violin
     C. Voice
     D. Guitar

11. True or False: Clara introduced her husband’s music to the public long after his death.

12. True or False: Clara improved modern piano playing technique and taught many students during her life.